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Abstract This is a single-period single-product inventory model with several individual sources of demand. 
It is a multi-location problem with an opportunity for centralization. The holding and penalty cost functions, 
at each location, are assumed to be linear and identical. Twc types of inventory system are considered in this 
paper: The decentralized system and the centralized system. The decentralized system is a system in which 
a separate inventory is kept to satisfy the demand at each ~;ource of demand and there is no reinforcement 
between locations; i.e., the surplus supplied location is not allowed to supply the deficient supplied location. 
Therefore, the total expected cost of the decentralized syst,~m is the sum of the expected cost of individual 
locations, as the holding cost or penalty cost of each locat.lon depends only on its own inventory level cl.nd 
is unrelated to any other location's inventory level. The cen cralized system is a system in which the surplus 
location is allowed to supplement the deficient one by transportation. Therefore, the holding cost or penalty 
cost is calculated by the net surplus or net deficient after the reinforcement. The total expected cost of ,;he 
centralized system should therefore include the expected h::>lding cost, the expected penalty cost and the 
expected transportation cost. 

Let 7i> 0, p > ° and t ~ ° be the unit holding cost, the unit penalty cost and the unit transportation 
cost, respectively. This paper demonstrates that, for any probability distribution of a location's demand, 
the following two properties are always true: 

(1) t < 7i + P if and only if the total expected cost in a de,:entrahzed system exceeds those in a centralized 
system. 
(2) For all i, j, i =P j, Pij, the coefficient of correlation b'otween the i-th location's demand and the j -th 
location's demand, is equal to 1, then for any t, the latal expected cost in a decentralized system is 
equal to those in a centralized system. 

1. Introduction 

Eppen [1] presented a multi-location newsboy problem with normal distributions of a 
location's demand, and identical linear holding and penalty cost functions. The consolidation 
of demands from several facilities is considered, and his model demonstrates that: 

(i) The expected holding and pena.lty costs in a decent.ralized system exceeds those in a 
centralized system; 
(ii) For all i, j, i i= j, Pij, the coefficient of correlation between the i- th location's demand 
and the j-th location's demand, is equal to l. then the expected holding and penalty 
costs in a decentralized system are equal to those in a centralized system. 

Stulman [3] considers the distribution of a location's demand as Poisson, and indicat.es 
that when the location's demand can be approximated by a normal distribution, then a 
centralized inventory is less costly than a non-centralized one. His method parallels the one 
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treated by Eppen. 
Although Eppen [lJ gave a concrete discussion on the effects of centralization of this 

multi-location newsboy problem, the following two factors are still ignored in his model: 

(a) The total expected cost of the centralized system includes only the holding costs and 
the penalty costs without taking into consideration the transportation costs from the 
surplus supplied locations to the deficient supplied locations. 
(b) The probability distribution of a location's demand is assumed to be normal distri
bution. However, a location's demand is nonnegative whereas the normal distribution 
possesses positive probabilities to negative numbers. Therefore the following assump
tion is required in Eppen's model: the coefficient of variation of a location's demand is 
sufficiently small for the probabilities of negative demands to be neglected. 

In this paper, we adopt a quite different method to show that: 

(1) t < h + P if and only if the total expected cost in a decentralized system exceeds 
those in a centralized system. 
(2) For all i,j,i =I- j,Pij, the coefficient of correlation between the i-th location's demand 
and the j-th location's demand, is equal to 1, then for any t, the total expected cost 
in a decentralized system is equal to those in a centralized system. If t = 0, then 
the centralized system we considered in this paper, is identical to Eppen's centralized 
system. Hence properties (1) and (2) are generalizations of Eppen's results (i) and (ii), 
respecti vely. 

2. Assllluptions and notations 

We adopt the following assumptions and notations: 

Xi = the demand at d1e i-th location with the probability density distribution f;(x), 
where f;(x) = 0 for all x < 0 and f;(x) > 0, for all:r ~ O. 

Pij = the correlation coefficient of Xi and Xj' 
Xo = Xl + X 2 + ... + Xn; the total demand in the whole system with the probability 

density distribution fo(xo), where fo(xo) = 0, for all :ro < O. 
Si = the stock level at the i- th location. 
So = SI + 82 + ... + S,,; the total stock level in the whole system. 

f( x) = the joint probability density distribution function of the demands 
X = (Xl, X 2 ," " X,,). 

t( x) = the transportation cost function with the properties t(:r) = 0, for all x :::; 0 and 
t(x) = t· x, for all x > o. 

h(x) = the holding cost function with the properties h(x) = 0, for all x :::; 0 and h(x) = 
h· x, for all x > O. 

p( x) = the penalty cost function with the properties p( x) = 0, for all x :::; 0 and p( x) = p·x, 
for all x > O. 

[yJ+ = max{y,O} for any real number y. By using this, t(.r),h(.r), and p(x) can be 
expressed as, respectively, t· [xJ+, h· [xJ+, and p. [:1'J+. 

3. The model of inventory systems 
3.1 The decentralized inventory system 

The decentralized system is a system in which a separate inventory is kept to satisfy the 
demand at each source of demand and there is no reinforcement between location's demand. 
Its aim is to minimize the expected total cost H D (.5 ), which is the sum of the expected 
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locations costs Hi(Si); that is, to minimize separately the following n functions. 

That is, 

n 

minHD(8) = LminHi(si) 
s . s, 

1=1 

[00 ['XJ n n 
= in ... in [L h· [Si - :r,]+ + LP' [Xi - sd+lJ(x)dx, 

o 0 ;=1 i=l 

where S = (Sl,S2"'"Sn) and :r= (X1,X2,"',X n ) are vectors. 

3.2 The centralized inventory system 
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(3.2) 

The centralized system is a system in which the surplus supplied location is allowed 
to supply the deficient supplied location by transportation and the holding cost or penaJty 
cost is calculated by the net surplus or net deficient after the reinforcement. The total 
expected cost of the centralized system should therefore include the expected holding cost, 
the expected penalty cost and the expected transportation cost. Its aim is to minimize the 
expected total cost Hc(s): 

Hc(s) = 100 .... 10
00 

{h. [t(s; - x,)]+ + p. [i)Xi - Si)]+ + t· min{S,D} }f(x)dx, 
1=1 ,,,,1 

= Hc(so) + t· 10
00 

... lOO miniS, D} f(.r)dx, (3.3) 

where 

p.4) 

11 

just the total expected cost of the Eppen's centralized system, and where S = L[s; - x;]+ 
i=1 

n 

and D = L[Xi - Si]+, the total surplus and the totaJ deficit in the whole system, respectively. 
;=1 

4. The main results 

Main results of this paper consist of two parts stated as in theorem 1 and theorem 2: 

Theorem 1. Let :s.* be the optimal solution of ptoblem (3.3) with the centralized expected 
cost Hc(s*), and let s* be the optimal solution of problem (3.2) with the decentralized 
expected cost HD(S*), Then 

t < h + P if and only if Hc(s*) < HD(S*). 

proof: First, note the properties of [y]+ - [-y]+ = Y and min {x, y} = y - [y - x]+ for any X 

and y. Then since 
n 

S - D = L(Si - Xi) = So - XO, 
i=1 

(4.1 ) 
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min{S, D} = D - [D -- 5]+ = L:Jri - 5i]+ -- [:ro - 50]+' 
i=] 

Furthermore, since 
[50 - xo]+ =:= [xo - so]+ + So - :co, 

arranging Eq. (:{.3) by sub~tituting these into produces 

Furthermore, (3.2) can be also arranged as 

(4.2) 

( 4.3) 

(4.4) 

HD(S) = Ch + p) [00 ... [00 t[Xi _ 5i]+ f(x)dx + 71, rx> (50 - xolfo(xo)dxo (4.5) 
la lo i=] lo 

From (4.4) and (4.5) we have 

HD(S) - Hc(s) = Ch + p - I)( ... [ '2: [:I:i - Si]+ f(:r)d:l' - [ [:ro - 50]+ fo(J;o)dx~o) fn 
<X) 00 Tt 'Xi 

o lo i=1 io 

fn oo looo rI looo 1000
" = (71, + p - I)( ... '2:[Xi - Si]+ f(x)dx - ... [I)Xi - Si)]+ f(x)dx) 

o 0 i=1 0 0i=1 

[00 [00" " 
= (h+p-I)(}a "'la (~)xi-si]+-['2:(;ri-sil]+)f(xldx 

o 0 i=1 i=1 
(4.6) 

n n n n 

Note that ~)Xi - Si]+ - CCCTi - Si)]+ :::: 0 and that '2:[x; -- sd+ - [~)Xi - s;)]+ > 0 for 
i=1 i =1 i=1 ;=1 

(X1,X2,"',X,,) E A C where A = {(X~1,X:!, .. ·,xn) I Xi:::: Si for all i = 1,2, .. ·,n or Xi ~ Si 
for all i = 1, 2, ... , n. }. 
Therefore, 

( 4.7) 

From (4.6) and (4.7), we have 

t < 71, + P if and only if Hc(s) < HD(S), for all S and hence HcCs*) < HD(S*). 

Theorem 2. Suppose that pi] 's, the correlation coefficients between Xi and X), are all equal 
to l. Let s* and s* be the optimal solution of problem (3.3) alld problem (3.2). respectively. 
Then 

(i) s* = S*, and 
(ii) Hc(s*) = HD(S"). 

Proof: The assumption of Pi) = 1 for all i -# j, implies that there exist ~onstants b2 , b3 , ... , 

bn and positive constants a2, a3 ... , an, satisfying 

Xj = ajX1 + bi,Z = 2,3"" ,n, ([2],p. 251). 
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For the decentralized system, we can set Si = aisl + bi, i = L, 2, ... ,n, because the following 
transformation can be made for Hi(sd 

Hi(Si) =0 10
00 

Ch. [Si - aixl - b;J+ + p. [ail:l + b, - si]+)h(xJ)dx 

=0 a; 10
00 

Ch . [SI - xI]+ +15' [Xl - sl]+)h(xJ)dxl 

== aiHl(sJ),Sl = (5, - b;)/a; (4.8) 

Since for any i = 2,3"" ,n, Si - Xi = ai(Sl - XJ) :::: 0 if and only if SI - Xl 2: 0, so it mllst 
be S == 0 or D == 0 and hence t· min{S,D} = O. 
Therefore (3.3) yield that 

( 4.9) 
n n 

Let al = 1, h = 0, ao = L ai, bo = L bi and let So be the optimal solution of problem (3.4) 
i=1 i=1 

with Eppen's centralized expected cost Hc(so). Then since 
n 

Xo = LXi = aoXl + boo 
;=1 

we can also set So = aOsl + bo in the same way as in (4.8). 

Hence si = aisj + bi \'01' all i = 0, 1,··· ,11,. 

This implies 
n Il 

.s~ = aosi + bo = (2: a,).si + (2: bi ) 

Combining (4.8) and (3.2), it leads to: 

i=1 1=1 
n 

= 2:(aiS~ + b;) 
;=1 

n 

=L.s: 
i=1 

It 

i=1 
It 

= 2: a;Hd.si) 

= aoHl(si) 

= Hc(s~: 
in which the last term is verified in the same way "3 in (4.8). 
From (4,9) and (4.10), we have 

Therefore, 

HD(.s) = Hcls) 

2: mill Hc(so) 
So 

= Hc(s~); by (4.10) 

= HD(.s*); by (4.11) 

= He(s*) 

(4.10) 

(4.11 ) 

(4.12) 
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Accordingly, we have 

implying 

hence 
s· = s·. 

5. Conclusions 

The measurement of the effects of centralization could be stated as follows: 

(1) The effect of the centralized system depends on the value of Ch + p) -I, if Ch + p) - t 
is larger, then it is more effective to adopt the centralized inventory policy. 

(2) If Pij, the coefficient of correlation of location's demands, is equal to 1, the effect of 
the centralized system is completely unaffected by t. 
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